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JUSTICE THROUGH PRAGMATISM AND PROCESS: A TRIBUTE TO JUDGE DENNY CHIN

Frank H. Wu*

Judge Denny Chin has distinguished himself as a great trial judge. Although his unique status, as the first Asian American named a U.S. District Judge east of the Mississippi,¹ and his unusual personal background, having grown up in a one-room apartment above an adult theatre in New York City,² have attracted considerable attention, his extensive record deserves to be recognized for the balance he has brought to official decision making. Judge Chin has shown himself to be a pragmatist in the truest sense: he considers the consequences of his actions.³ Two themes emerge from his leading decisions: first, Judge Chin has been scrupulous in his treatment of the factual record and binding case law; second, he has emphasized the fairness of procedure.

Prior to his elevation to the Second Circuit, Judge Chin achieved prominence because he presided over the criminal case of Bernard Madoff.⁴

---

* Chancellor and Dean, University of California Hastings College of the Law. The author thanks Research Associate Chelsea Zuzindlak.


In 2009, he sentenced the white-collar defendant to 150 years in prison for having perpetrated a massive Ponzi scheme that exemplified the economic crisis of the era. The case was significant because of the scale of the fraud. But the Madoff matter was only one of many on the judge's docket. Other cases are more important for their legal analysis and precedential effect.

Judge Chin has shown his fidelity to the facts and the law. He has taken care to limit his holdings to the record before him, with copious citations.

In Morales v. Portuondo, a case that was dramatized on television, he found the reality of innocence more important than an asserted priest-penitent evidentiary privilege. He ordered the release of criminal defendants wrongly convicted of homicide. On a habeas corpus petition, he received the testimony of a priest who disclosed that the actual wrongdoer had confessed a dozen years earlier (the actual wrongdoer had then died of unrelated causes). Significantly, for those who are sticklers about process, Judge Chin did not require exhaustion of state law remedies, because he found that the petitioner had demonstrated the likelihood of a "fundamental miscarriage of justice"—being innocent. He pointed out that a case of this nature was the proverbial "needle in the haystack." (In a later proceeding, he found that a co-defendant was in the same situation, thus meriting the same treatment.)

In another case that was widely covered by the press, Judge Chin also followed well-established doctrine implementing the First Amendment. In Million Youth March v. Safir, he held that New York City could not refuse to issue a permit for a rally because the speaker had made offensive statements earlier. Writing only one day after an evidentiary hearing, he opened with a summary of classic free speech philosophy:

The right to free speech, however, applies not only to politically correct statements but also to statements that we may disagree with and that, indeed, we may abhor. At least as frightening as the rhetoric of Mr.

---


7. Law and Order: The Collar (NBC television broadcast Jan. 9, 2002).


9. Id. at 720–21.

10. Id. at 734.


Muhammad is the possibility of a society where freedom of speech is not respected, and where the right to speak publicly can be denied on the basis of administrative whim, personal dislike, or disapproval of anticipated content.\textsuperscript{15}

Judge Chin added a caveat: “I do not hold that a person’s past conduct or speech can never justify a denial of that person’s application for a permit to speak or assemble.”\textsuperscript{16} He observed that the rationale for denying the permit for the speech was articulated only after litigation arose,\textsuperscript{17} and he was concerned with whether the city had borne the burden of showing that the speech under consideration constituted “fighting words.”\textsuperscript{18} In conclusion, he allowed the government to impose reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions.\textsuperscript{19}

Judge Chin’s treatment of Morales contrasts with that of several other cases. He has been guided by the specific circumstances of each case, rather than preconceived notions about punishment that would be characterized as either liberal or conservative. To the point, Judge Chin has not hesitated to impose considerable sentences in criminal matters in which guilt has been established. After a jury found an Afghan warlord had conspired to import heroin, he sentenced the defendant to life in prison.\textsuperscript{20} He sentenced two businessmen, one a Korean national, the other a socially-connected Texan, in a fraud scheme arising from the UN Oil-for-Food program in Iraq.\textsuperscript{21} In a Bronx drug distribution case, involving twenty-three defendants and multiple charges arising from a criminal enterprise, he sentenced nineteen defendants who pled guilty to sentences of as much as forty-five years; among them was an attorney for the operation who pled guilty to money laundering.\textsuperscript{22}

Likewise on the civil side of the docket, he has offered a nuanced understanding of the Constitution, both upholding and striking down provisions of the New York State “Megan’s Law.”\textsuperscript{23} He found the law’s registration provisions permissible but the retrospective aspects impermissible as violative of the \textit{Ex Post Facto} clause.\textsuperscript{24} He accepted the

\textsuperscript{15} Id. at 383.
\textsuperscript{16} Id. at 393.
\textsuperscript{17} Id. at 392.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 392–93.
\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 394.
\textsuperscript{20} See Benjamin Weiser, \textit{Afghan Linked to Taliban Sentenced to Life in Drug Trafficking Case}, N.Y. TIMES, May 1, 2009, at A10.
\textsuperscript{21} The individuals were Tongsun Park and Oscar Wyatt. See United States v. Tongsun Park, 533 F. Supp. 2d 474, 475 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (reducing Park’s sentence from sixty months’ imprisonment to thirty-seven months, based on his substantial assistance to the government and other factors); \textit{Texan Sentenced in Iraq Oil-For-Food Scam}, CBSNEWS.COM (Nov. 27, 2007), http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2007/11/27/business/main3544538.shtml.
\textsuperscript{22} United States v. Clark, Nos. 06 Civ. 9884, 97 Cr. 817, 2008 WL 2428223 (S.D.N.Y. June 12, 2008) (providing some description of the case). The lawyer, Pat Stiso, was sentenced to seven years. See Benjamin Weiser, \textit{Judge Refuses Leniency Plea, Sentencing Lawyer to 7 Years}, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 1, 1999, at B3.
\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 702.
argument that registration requirements for sex offenders was punitive, and it was a greater punitive measure than would have been imposed at the time the acts were committed. He relied on a multi-factor test, weighing intent and effects; his discussion even included a mild critique of the Supreme Court’s “somewhat confusing[] reasoning.”

Judge Chin also has been mindful of the determinative role of procedure. Along these lines, he has understood the potentially dispositive effects of evidentiary rulings.

In United States v. Gomez, Judge Chin took a position that the Second Circuit later adopted, rejecting a contrary outcome taken by another district judge. In this criminal matter, Gomez sought to introduce his own testimony that was inconsistent with his prior statements made during proffer sessions. Judge Chin ruled that if Gomez did so, then the prior inconsistent statements were admissible, not merely for impeachment purposes, but substantively. With scholarly precision, Judge Chin stated that:

[W]here a proffer agreement is entered knowingly and voluntarily and its terms are clear and unambiguous, it is enforceable, at least to the extent that the Government may use the defendant’s proffer statements to rebut evidence or arguments offered on his behalf at trial, even where he does not testify.

In In re Grand Jury Subpoenas dated March 9, 2001, Judge Chin found that lawyers working with tax fugitive Marc Rich to obtain a pardon were acting as lobbyists and not attorneys. As a consequence, he ruled that their communications were protected by neither attorney-client privilege nor work-product doctrine. On a “fact-specific” “inquiry,” he found that the individuals who happened to be lawyers were acting primarily as lobbyists, performing a function that did not require a law license, and they were doing so in a non-adversarial context.

He was sensitive to subtlety, though. He held that the “fugitive disentitlement doctrine”—which authorizes courts to dismiss the appeals of defendants who are fugitives from justice during the pendency of their appeals, as Rich was—did not apply. Although he was a fugitive, Rich did not seek affirmative relief but rather asserted a defensive use of the principle; nonetheless, Judge Chin took into account that Rich was a

25. Id. at 700–02.
26. Id. at 700 n.5.
30. Id. at 474–75.
31. Id.
33. Id. at 286, 290.
34. Id. at 288–90.
fugitive in evaluating whether the pardon application was an adversarial proceeding.\textsuperscript{35}

Finally, Judge Chin has fulfilled his responsibilities in a neutral manner. In a civil case, counsel for one of the sides doubted his impartiality on the basis of his being Asian American and having been appointed by Democratic President Bill Clinton. The lawyer asserted that Judge Chin must have been associated with the Asian American Democratic fundraiser John Huang, whose solicitations of campaign contributions for the Clinton re-election in 1996 had been deemed inappropriate, because Chin shared his racial background with Huang.\textsuperscript{36} This lawyer had led an unrelated effort to discredit Huang.\textsuperscript{37} Therefore, he reasoned, Judge Chin was likely to be biased against him. Since the lawyer who raised these allegations had no evidence in fact related to Judge Chin, and relied only on his race and political affiliation, Judge Chin refused to recuse himself, and, furthermore, he issued sanctions.\textsuperscript{38}

The Second Circuit affirmed, writing "[z]ero plus zero is zero."\textsuperscript{39}

Judge Chin’s Asian American background has made him a hero to Asian Americans.\textsuperscript{40} He has been celebrated as a role model, not shying away from the role that prominent members of minority groups often are expected to assume despite their own individual identity.\textsuperscript{41} He has been a

\begin{footnotes}
\item[35] Id. at 285–89.
\item[38] MacDraw, Inc., 994 F. Supp. at 460.
\item[41] For several views on the meaning of representation, including by racial minorities, see, e.g., ANNE PHILIPS, THE POLITICS OF PRESENCE (1995); HANNA FENCHIEL PITKIN, THE CONCEPT OF REPRESENTATION (1967); Richard Delgado, Affirmative Action as a Majoritarian Device: Or, Do You Really Want to Be a Role Model?, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1222 (1991). For a perspective on symbolic forms of racial diversity on the bench, see Sherrilyn
\end{footnotes}
leader within the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association (NAPABA), for example, developing re-enactments of important historical cases involving Asian Americans. His work should be celebrated because of its high quality, but his significance to Asian Americans should not be underestimated. After all, Asian Americans have been, at various times, excluded from the nation, prohibited from naturalizing, forbidden to intermarry with whites, deemed ineligible to testify in court, forced into segregated schools, imprisoned due to prejudices about their loyalty, and subjected to other forms of official discrimination. Judge Chin has shown that it is possible nonetheless to achieve the highest level of success within the profession, proving that the path of leadership is open to all.

On the basis of his record, comprising some 1600 opinions with only about 40 reversals, Judge Chin has been a terrific success. The trial bench has lost one of its most thoughtful members, even as the appellate bench has gained the same.

It would not be premature to suggest that, if a seat opened on the Supreme Court, Judge Chin should be on the short list. In fulfilling the judicial function of a democracy, he has proven himself and should serve as an inspiration for people of all backgrounds.

42. Building Our Legacy: The Murder of Vincent Chin at the NAPABA 2008 Convention (Nov. 22, 2008); The Trial of Tokyo Rose: United States v. Iva Toguri D’Aquino at NAPABA 2010 Convention (Nov. 19, 2010). (Author’s Note: I co-authored the Vincent Chin script with Judge Chin.)
43. See, e.g., Chae Chan Ping v. United States (The Chinese Exclusion Case), 130 U.S. 581 (1889).
46. See, e.g., People v. Hall, 4 Cal. 399 (1854).
47. See, e.g., Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78 (1927).
49. See, e.g., Takahashi v. Fish & Game Comm’n, 334 U.S. 410 (1948).